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Framing Our Work in 2019

Social Determinants of Health
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INTRODUCTIONS
30 SECOND EACH ICEBREAKER



Our Work

•Expert Roundtables

•Capitol Hill Briefings

•Webinars

•Workshops

•Linked In Forums, Townhalls, 
Twitter

•Guidelines, Roadmaps

•Comment Letters

•Expert Roundtables

•Advisory Boards, 
Workgroups

•Policy Steering 
Committee (PSC)

•Surveys, Reports

•Member Feedback

•Expert Roundtables

•Policy Steering 
Committee

•Publications

•Capitol Hill Briefings

•HHS, FDA, Leadership

•Partnerships

•Education Programs

PROMOTE

Best Practices & 
Solutions

ASSESS

Identify and 
Define Problems

EDUCATE

Convene and 
Educate

INFLUENCE

Develop 
Recommendations

Guidelines



Current Areas of Focus
(Green Addressed at Roundtables Today)

Value Based 
Care

Cost 
Transparency

Prior 
Authorization

Interoperability

Understanding

FHIR/ 
APIs/DaVinci

Policy 
Issues/Burden, 
Workflow, Info 

Blocking

Privacy/Security

Protection Vs 
Access

HIPAA Part 2

Cybersecurity 
Med Devices

Analytics/SDOH

Non-
Traditional 

Sources of Data 
for Health

(SDOH, PGHD)

EHR data for 
clinical trials

(Doublejump)
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Analytics and Social Determinants of 
Health

• This initiative will provide guidelines for healthcare stakeholders on 
the use of social determinants of health (SDOH) data to improve 
patient and population outcomes.

• Problem: Because SDOH data relates to more personal aspects of a 
patient’s life, and has a less traditional role than other types of 
medical data, there exists a misunderstanding of its potential use 
and value by consumers and policy makers, as well as concerns that 
it will be misused.  While the healthcare industry has the potential 
of using SDOH in impacting health outcomes and costs, it is less 
clear how to define, measure, collect, and share this data.

• Solution: eHI will identify how SDOH will be used with the goal of 
developing industry guidelines. Stakeholders will identify innovative 
policy and process approaches that will help policy makers 
understand the value of SDOH. 
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Discussion
• Why is addressing the role of SDOH important?

• How are providers and other stakeholders using SDOH?

• What is the theory of using SDOH for the purpose of 
impacting health outcomes?

• What are the myths around SDOH/What is the hype?

• What are the concerns of using SDOH?
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• Why is addressing the role of SDOH 
important?
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• How are providers and other stakeholders 
using SDOH?
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• What is the theory of using SDOH for the 
purpose of impacting health outcomes?
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• What are the myths around SDOH/What is the 
hype?
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• What are the concerns of using SDOH?
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Framework to Establish Guidelines
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